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Introduction

Welcome to ONIXEDIT Cloud 4

ONIXEDIT Cloud 4 is the result of many years of development and
enhancement in order to provide you with the best and fastest online ONIX
editor on the market. Compared to our previous versions and our competitors,
ONIXEDIT Cloud 4 brings you the most advanced, modern and responsive web
interface that you can get as of today. In other words, ONIXEDIT Cloud 4
rocks and we are very proud of it!

This user manual provides all the information that you need to get the most
from ONIXEDIT Cloud v4. 

Have a good reading...
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Presentation

The Main Title List is your entry point to ONIXEDIT Cloud. Using it, you can:

o Select an ONIX metadata catalogue to work with;
o Import/Export your books and ebooks metadata;
o Upload or Download your ONIX file;
o Search for specific titles;
o Modify or Create new ONIX titles.
o And much more.

Here is what the main title list looks like:

1. The ONIXEDIT Cloud 4 logo: Click on this logo anytime to get back to the
main title list.

2. Catalogue drop-down list: If you have more than one ONIX metadata
repository, use this drop-down list to select the catalogue you want to
show in the main title list. A catalogue is like a distinct ONIX file and each
one may contain one or several ONIX titles. For example, if you have
chosen to maintain distinct ONIX 2.1 and ONIX 3.0 metadata, you will
then have one catalogue for each standard. You may have more if you are
using ONIXEDIT Server Edition.

3. List View Selector: Use this drop-down list to select a different Main List
presentation view.

https://onixedit.com/en-us/products/onixedit-server/overview
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4. Full Text Search box: If you want an easy and fast way to search books by
any words in your ONIX metadata, you should use this control. Just type
the sequence of characters you are searching for and press "Enter".
ONIXEDIT Cloud main list will then show you the corresponding books
having the sequence of characters anywhere in their title. And the best of
all: It is very fast!

5. Advanced Search: If you need to search by more specific criteria, click on
this button to show the advanced search panel. For more information on
the Advanced Search tool, see the Searching titles topic.

6. Title Index button: Click on this button to toggle visibility of the Title
Index:

Click on any letter in this index to see the books with a title that begins
with this letter in the current list. The @ button in the index allows you to
see the titles that begin with a number or a punctuation character. Click
on the * button in the index to get back to all titles from current list.

7. Title Selection Control: This control allows you to select one or more titles
prior to applying an action from the Actions drop-down list. Using the Title
Selection Control in the header of the list, you will select all the titles
shown in the current page according to the page size (see item #15). You
can also select each title individually by clicking on the Title Selection
Control at the left of each title. For more details, see section Selecting
titles.

8. Clear selection button: Click on this button to reset the selection so no
more titles will be selected (also clears selection on all pages of the list).

9. Show Selected Products; Click on this button to show only selected
products in the main list.

10. Add New Title button: Click on this button to add a new ONIX title in your
current catalogue. The new title will automatically appear in the ONIXEDIT
Cloud 4 Entry Form ready for data entry.

11. Main List Headers: Click on any column header to sort by that column. A
first click will sort ascending, a second will sort descending.

12. Individual title controls: At the right of the main title list, you will see 4
buttons for each title:
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o Use the Info button to see when the title was created/modified and
by whom. You can also get permanent links (ONIX and JSON) for
your title that you can share with partners.

o Use the Edit button to show the Entry Form with the corresponding
title.

o Use the Duplicate button to create a copy of the title and edit it with
the Entry Form.

o Use the Delete button to delete the corresponding title from the
current catalogue.

13. Action drop-down list: This is a list of actions you can take on your ONIX
titles (selected titles or complete list). For more information on the 
Actions drop-down list, see the Applying actions to titles topic.

14. Validation Score: This control indicates the total validation score of the
current catalogue. It corresponds to the percentage of valid titles (see
item #18 below) among the total count of titles in the catalogue.

You can show valid or invalid titles simply by clicking on the options link of
the validation score control:

 

15. Pages control: The pages control allows you to set Page Size (the total
number of titles you can see in the list at the same time) and browse
pages.
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a) The Page size control allows you to set the total number of titles
you can see in the list at the same time.

b) The Position indicator provides information about the current page.
In the picture above, the page size is set to 50. Thus the position
indicator shows that we are currently at the first page (1 of 50) of a
search result having a total count of 213 titles.

If the total count of titles is over 1000, ONIXEDIT Cloud will stop
counting for performance reason. You'll then see this:

Clicking on the + sign, will force ONIXEDIT Cloud to complete titles
count and show it back to you.

c) The Page browser control. Using these arrows, you can easily
navigate through pages of the current search result.

16. The upper right toolbar:

a) The gear icon leads you to the settings menu:
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Use that menu to:
§ Configure your ONIXEDIT Bookstore app if you want to directly

transmit your ONIX titles to your Shopify Store from ONIXEDIT
Cloud.

§ Change your ONIXEDIT password.
§ Consult/Edit your current ONIXEDIT Cloud subscription.
§ Manage authorized users having access to your ONIXEDIT

Cloud catalogues.
§ Manage media files in your ONIXEDIT Media Space.

b) At ONIXEDIT, we are very interested to get your feedback in order to
continuously improve our ONIX system. Clicking on this icon will
allow you to communicate directly with us and make suggestions...

c) This is our new notification tool. When a new notification arrives,

you'll be informed with a notification badge like this:  For
example, after requesting an export to ONIX or Excel, this is where
the resulting files will be available. By clicking on the notification
tool, you will see the links to download your exports:

d) The Help icon will show you this user manual. You can also activate
the "Show help field" option to see a short help note on each field of
the entry form when clicking on the question mark icon:

e) Our new language tool allows you to set the interface and/or ONIX
Lists language. We currently support 4 languages: English, French,
Spanish and Portuguese:

https://onixedit.com/en-us/Products/ONIXEDIT-Bookstore/Overview
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f) Click on this icon to log out from ONIXEDIT Cloud 4.

17. The "Refresh Product List" button, allow you to apply the latest search and
refresh the list with newly added or modified titles.

18. The validation columns shows current validation status of each title. The
number of validation columns varies depending on your current
configuration.

19. The Best Practice option when turned ON, will activate additional
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validation rules based on the official best practice guide for ONIX 3.0 from
EDItEUR:

https://www.editeur.org/93/Release-3.0-Downloads/#Best practice
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Main List Views

ONIXEDIT Cloud 4 allows you to create different versions of your Main List
that we call "Views". You can create as many views as you want. To create a
view, click on the view drop-down list:

Then, click on "Create new view list":

The View Editor will then show up:
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1. Give a name to the new view.
2. Select the fields you want to add.
3. Click on "Add" button.
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4. Use the arrows to reorder position of each column in the list.
5. And optionally, set a default search to apply automatically to the view

when first used.
6. When you're done, click on the Save button.

Once your new view is created, it will appear in the view drop-down list under
the "Created by me" section:
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All the views you create can be modified or deleted. You first need to select
it and click on the pen icon to bring back the View Editor:
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Searching titles

ONIXEDIT Cloud 4 offers 3 ways to search your catalogue(s):

FullText search tool

This is the easiest and fastest way to find titles. Just type in the word(s) you
are searching for and ONIXEDIT Cloud will apply a FullText search directly in
our fast NoSQL database looking in all the metadata fields of your ONIX
records.

You can search for an ISBN:

A Subject code:

A complete (or partial) title:

An author name:

Or any combination of words that can appear somewhere in an ONIX title to
quickly show it in your Main List:
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Advanced Search Tool

If you need to make a more complex search with specific criteria, you will
choose the Advanced Search Tool by clicking this button of the Main List:

The Advanced Search form will then appear:

To add a first search criterion, follow these steps:

1. Click in text box #1 ("In field") to show the ONIX fields picker. Select the
ONIX field that you want to search:
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a) You'll find in the "Usual tags" drop-down list, the most common
ONIX fields.

b) If you search for a specific ONIX field but you don't know where it is
located in the hierarchical list (c), you can type a part of the field's
name to only show corresponding fields:
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c) Double-click or select (one click) the field that you need and click on
the OK button to use that field in your new search criterion.

2. Once the ONIX field to search is defined, you need to choose a search
operator. For that purpose, a drop-down list will suggest different
possibilities:

3. To complete your first criterion, you need to enter a value to search. Some
ONIX fields are controlled by official ONIX lists. For those fields, you'll see
a drop-down list with the possible values. Other fields are free form and
you'll need to type the value:
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4. If you need to search using many different criteria, click on the + sign at
the end of the last criterion. A new empty line will be added to the
Advanced Search form:

You can add as many criteria as you need. Of course, you can click on the
minus sign at the right of a criterion to remove it.
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5. When you combine many different search criteria, the logical operator that
is defined by default is "AND". But you can toggle it to "OR" simply by
clicking on that logical operator:

6. The Query Plan represents how each search criterion will be combined with
others using AND/OR boolean logic to produce the final results set that
you will see in the Main List. Each criterion is represented by a number in
the Query Plan. The Query Plan can be changed in order to follow exactly
the logic of the search you need to do. For instance, in the screen capture
above, we want to find titles beginning by "History of" having "science"
word in their subject headings and written by Grebing or Godwin. But the
default query plan won't do that. Indeed (((((1) and 2) and 3) or 4)) will

https://www.lotame.com/what-is-boolean-logic/
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search for titles beginning by "History of" having "science" word in their
subject headings and written by Grebing or any titles written by Godwin.
As a result, we'll get much more titles than the one we are looking for. To
instruct ONIXEDIT Cloud 4 to make the search that you want, you must
edit the Query Plan and change it like this:

7. You can give a name to your search and save it in order to use it later
(see next item).

8. Once your new search is defined with a name, you can click on the "Save"
button to keep it for future usage. If you want to use a saved search, click
on the Load button. You will see a form showing all your saved searches:
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Title Index Tool

With the Title Index tool, you can easily access the ONIX products that you
are looking for based on the first letter of their titles like if you were
searching in a dictionary. To use it, first click on the Title Index button (1) to
show the index. Clicking on the same button will hide the index. Next, choose
a letter (2) and click on it. This will present ONIX products having a title that
begins with that letter.  The @ button allows you to see the titles that begin
with a number or a punctuation character. Click on the * button to get back
to the full title list of the current search. 

Combining Searches

The 3 handy search tools offered by ONIXEDIT Cloud 4 can be combined if
used together. For instance, you can start by searching for "birds" with the
full text search tool, then use the Advanced Search to find birds books with a
specific Product Form and then use the title index to group the result by
titles.
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Once a search is made with one of these 3 tools, you'll see a red X button at
the right of the tool. You can use it to clear the corresponding search.

The last one at the right of the Index Tool will clear all active searches.
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Selecting titles

To make a selection of titles, please proceed as follows:

1. Title Selection Control: This control allows you to select one or more titles
prior to applying an action from the "Actions" drop-down list. Using the
Title Selection Control in the header of the list, you will select all the
titles shown in the current page according to the page size. You can then
browse to another page, do another search and continue selecting titles of
interest as you see it. 

2. You can also select each title individually by clicking on the Title Selection
Control at the left of each title.

3. If you want to show selected titles only, click on the "Show selected
products" button.

4. The "Clear selection" button always show you the total count of selected
products. Clicking on it will remove and clear your current selection.

Important tips #1: If you want to apply an action to all of your catalogue's
titles, don't select any (or clear the selection using control #4) and apply the
action you want. ONIXEDIT will then ask you if you want to apply the action
to all of your titles.

Important tips #2: Your selection will remain as it is until you change your
current catalogue or you sign out.
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Applying actions to titles

The "Actions" drop-down list allows you to take specific action on the current
list, current catalogue or selected titles. Here are the actions you may find in
the drop-down list and their purpose:
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Download the Excel template
This action allows you to download a prebuilt Excel template in which you can
put your title metadata in some specific columns and then import it to
ONIXEDIT Cloud. The template contains 100 preformatted lines with all the
required ONIX lists already defined. The first line is a complete eBook
sample. If you need more lines, you can copy the first one and paste it to the
extra lines needed.

Ideal for those who want to convert their current metadata from Excel to
ONIX.

If the Excel template does not correspond to your specific needs, we can
modify it following your specifications. Contact us for a quote.

Import metadata from Excel template
Use this action to upload the Excel template downloaded from ONIXEDIT
Cloud that you filled with your title information.

Import an ONIX file
Use this action to upload a valid ONIX 2.1 file (into an ONIX 2.1 or ONIX 3.0
catalogue) or an ONIX 3.0 file (into an ONIX 3.0 catalogue) created with
ONIXEDIT or any other software or tool. We accept ONIX files having
extension .xml or .onix.

Import Images
This action allows you to upload one or multiple images and associate those
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images to your ONIXEDIT Cloud titles. You can upload an archive file (.zip or
.gz) containing images of existing titles in your catalogue. The image name
must match the ISBN, ISBN13/EAN or Record Reference of the corresponding
title for the image to be imported and associated with that title. The
supported image types are GIF, JPEG, JPG, PNG and TIFF.

Export selected titles to ONIX 2.1 REF/SHORT (only visible for ONIX 2.1
catalogues)
Use this action to download selected titles, your last search result or your
complete metadata catalogue to an ONIX 2.1 file. If some titles are selected,
this will download the ONIX file corresponding to those titles. If no titles are
selected, you will be asked if you want to export all titles found from your
latest search.

Important tips #1: ONIXEDIT Cloud like all ONIX tools from ONIXEDIT,
support both long reference ONIX tags (REF) or short tags (SHORT). Long
reference tags file size is heavier but easier to read by human eyes.
However, both kinds of files will provide the same information to your trading
partners. If you want to export to a long reference ONIX file choose the
action ending with "REF". If you need the smallest Short Tags file, choose the
action ending with "SHORT".

Important tips #2: When you select an export function from the "Actions"
menu, the resulting file will be produced by an automated task on our server.
You'll see a red notification badge at the upper right corner of your ONIXEDIT
Cloud window:

This indicates that we received your request and we are processing it. If you
click on that icon, you'll see all the current pending tasks:

Once done, you'll see another notification badge indicate that one or more
tasks are completed and ready to download:

Just open the notification window and click on the link of the file you want to
download: 
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Export Selected Titles to ONIX 3.0 REF/SHORT
Same as "Export selected titles to ONIX 2.1" action. Of course, from an ONIX
2.1 catalogue, you can create ONIX 2.1 files but also, ONIX 3.0 with the help
of our automatic conversion tool. You have nothing particular to do except to
be sure your ONIX titles are all valid.

Export Selected Titles to Excel
Use this action to download selected titles, your last search result or your
complete metadata catalogue to an Excel file. If some titles are selected,
this will download the Excel file corresponding to those titles. If no titles are
selected, you will be asked if you want to export all titles found from your
latest search.

Delete Selected Titles
Use this action to delete all selected titles. A confirmation dialog will appear
to confirm how many titles will be deleted if you confirm the deletion. If
there is no title selected, ONIXEDIT will ask you if you want to delete all
titles currently displayed in the main list - that is, all titles from your latest
search. As an example, if you clicked on letter C of the title index, and did
not select any title, applying action "Delete selected titles" will delete all
titles beginning by letter C if you then click OK in the following window:

Important tips #3: Before doing any massive action such as deleting products
from the result of a search, be sure you have a backup of your precious ONIX
records.
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Edit Default Values
By choosing this action, you will be redirected to the Insert/Edit form where
you will be able to set the default values for your new titles. After saving
them, any new title you create will have these values filled in automatically.
Please, consult section Define default values for more details.

Lock selected products
Select this action if you want to prevent any modification on selected titles.

Unlock selected products
This action will unlock selected titles previously locked with the "Lock
selected products" action.

Generate Error List for Current Search
This action will produce an Excel file having one line for each invalid ONIX
product in the current search result. The last columns of the Excel file will
show details about each error:

Generate Report for Selected Products
When you select this action, you'll see the following form:
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The first drop-down menu is mandatory and allows you to select the report
you want to generate. ONIXEDIT Cloud 4 proposed 2 built-in reports that you
can get as PDF documents:

The first one (Column Format) is a tabular kind of report showing the cover
image, IDs, title and price:
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The second one (Detailed Format) contains a TOC at the first page and is
more descriptive:
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If you need a specific report for your own needs, please contact us. We can
create it for you and make it available to your ONIXEDIT Cloud account.

Transmit to partners
See section How to use the Transmit to partners module.

Send Selected products to Shopify
See section Use ONIXEDIT Bookstore with ONIXEDIT Cloud.

mailto:info@onixedit.com?subject=Custom Report For ONIXEDIT Cloud
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Activating ONIX 3.0

When you register to ONIXEDIT Cloud, we suggest you to directly adopt the
ONIX 3.0 standard which is the most recent version of the ONIX for books
metadata standard. However, you can still choose the former version ONIX
2.1.

If you do and realize later that you need to upgrade to ONIX 3.0, you will be
able to do so by clicking on the gear icon on top of the main list and select
the item named, "Need to work with ONIX 3.0?":

By clicking this item, ONIXEDIT Cloud will present you 3 possible options:
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Choose the one that is the most appropriate to your needs.
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ONIXEDIT Cloud Metadata Entry Form

· Insert or edit a title with the Entry Form
· Getting help on ONIX fields
· Title validation
· Entry Form Controls
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Add or edit a title with the Entry Form

To edit or insert a title, you will have to use the user-friendly ONIXEDIT
Cloud Entry Form. To do so, you can create a new title by clicking on the "Add
new title" button in the Main List:

To modify an existing ONIX product, you can double-click on it or click on its
corresponding "Edit" button from the Main List:

You can also make a copy of an existing title by using the duplicate icon:

Check section Duplicate a title for more details.

Whatever action you take, you will then get access to the ONIXEDIT Cloud
Entry Form:
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The following sections are identified from 1 to 6 in the above screen capture:

1. At the top left of the entry form, you will find the form selector. With it,
you can choose between the Simplified entry form (default one) and the
Advanced entry form:

The Simplified entry form is convenient when you want to see/edit the
most usual ONIX fields. But most of the ONIX composite groups of fields
(such as the subjects) are restricted to just one of each major kinds. This
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is why you will switch to the Advanced form if you want to see/edit all
possible groups of fields.

2. At the top centre of the ONIXEDIT Cloud Entry Form, you will see an
indicator that will inform you if your ONIX product is valid or not. In the
screen capture above, the title is valid according to the ONIX standard.
See next section Title validation for more details.

3. At the top right, you'll see 5 buttons:

 This button is used to force the validation of your
current ONIX product. Validation is done automatically by ONIXEDIT Cloud
with our browser embedded validation engine in order to detect the most
usual validation errors. But the Refresh errors button will apply a
validation directly at our server for an in depth and complete analysis of
your ONIX record. However, a complete validation is done automatically
each time you are saving your ONIX product.

 If you click on the XML button, you'll get the current xml result of
the ONIX product you are editing.

 If you are searching for a specific ONIX field but you don't know
where it is located in the ONIXEDIT Cloud Entry Form, click on the TOC
button. You'll see a hierarchical list of all the ONIX composites and fields.
You can browse that list or type the first characters of the field you are
looking for and double-click on it:

ONIXEDIT Cloud will move the cursor directly where that field is located:
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 You should use the "Update this product" button each time you
want to save your ONIX title to your catalogue.

 Use the Cancel button to discard any changes made to the
current ONIX title.

4. That section of the ONIXEDIT Cloud Simplified Entry Form is present
whatever tabs in the section under it that you will activate. It presents
product identifiers and titles.

5. All other ONIX fields you will find in the ONIXEDIT Cloud Entry Form are
grouped by Tabs. Clicking on a tab label will present that section allowing
you to set values in the fields it contains:
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6. At the upper left of the ONIXEDIT Cloud Simplified Entry Form you will find
the Media File control. Consult section "Define cover images and other
media files" for more details.
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Getting help on ONIX fields

If you want to know the purpose of a specific ONIX field, you can get a short
description for each by following these instructions:

1- Click on the help icon on the top right of the ONIXEDIT Cloud window and
check "Show help fields".

2-Click on the question mark button  at the right of the field you need
help for. You'll see the description as described in the official ONIX
documentation:
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Title validation

ONIX product validation is done automatically by ONIXEDIT Cloud each time
you modify a field in the ONIXEDIT Cloud Entry Form. When you create a new
ONIX product, it is "de facto" invalid. You will notice that all validation issues
appear in red with a short description of the validation error under each
corresponding field:

If an Entry Form Tab contains an error, it will also appear in red:

To get a complete list of all the validation errors of an ONIX product, you can
click on the "View error summary" link to see it all in the error summary
panel:
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The error summary panel will show you every single validation error found in
your current ONIX product. For each one, you'll see the XPATH where the error
is located and some will present contextual data about that error when your
cursor is placed over the XPATH link:

If you click on the "Show this error" link of a specific error, ONIXEDIT Cloud
will move the focus on that field directly so you won't have to search for it in
the interface:

https://www.w3schools.com/xml/xpath_syntax.asp
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In the above case, the ContributorRole field was not defined and this is
mandatory in the ONIX standard. Clicking on the "Show this error" link move
the cursor directly in the erroneous field for an easy fix...

Important tips #1: If you have one thing to remember when it came time to
fix validation errors, it is the magic F8 key. Pressing on it from anywhere in
the ONIXEDIT Cloud Entry Form will bring the cursor directly to the next
validation error until no more.
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Entry Form Controls

As for any web form, ONIXEDIT Cloud provides many different controls that
you will have to use. Here is a brief description of important things you
should know about them:

o Text box: These are the most common data entry controls included in
ONIXEDIT Cloud Entry Form. They are very simple to use as shown in
the following picture:

 

o Drop Down List: You will find many Drop Down lists in the Entry
Form. You can simply click on it as for any regular text box and enter
some letters composing the value you are searching for or use the
up and down arrows to select the desired value and press Enter:
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To clear content of a Drop Down list, just edit it and delete the
value.

o Special Selector: Some text boxes will show special icons at right.
When you click on those icons, a special selector will pop up, like
the countries selector:
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Or the Thema Subjects selector:

o HTML Editor: ONIXEDIT Cloud allows you to define many different
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kinds of descriptive text to support your marketing efforts. You can
simply enter non-formatted text directly in the corresponding text
box:

Or use the Rich Text box editor to create HTML formatted text:

 
o Included List: You will also find different included lists allowing you

to define one or more sub-records associated with an ONIX title. As
an example, the following list allows you to define one or many
contributors:
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Some included lists will show this icon at the left of each record: 

It indicates that only the main fields are shown. Click on it to show
all the fields of the included list record:
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How to

· Define default values
· Export an ONIX file
· Make a backup of my metadata
· Define cover images and other media files
· Duplicate a title
· Use the Transmit to partners module
· Use ONIXEDIT Bookstore with ONIXEDIT Cloud
· Work collaboratively with other users
· Know when a title was last modified
· Manage media files space
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Define default values

You can define default values that will be automatically added to your new
ONIX metadata titles. To do so, follow these easy steps:

1- From the Actions menu of the Main List, select "Edit default values":

2- ONIXEDIT Cloud will open the Entry Form and will show you this message:

Use the Simplified or Advanced Form to define your default values and
save it. Each subsequent new titles will automatically be filled with these
default values. You can change your default values whenever you want.
Please, click OK to continue..

3- Close the message by clicking the OK button. You will then have access to
the Entry Form. You can use the Simplified or the Advanced form at your
convenience. All the values that you define in this default values window will
be added automatically when you create new titles. 

4- When done, just click on the Save icon to get back to the Main List.

You can take advantage of this function to input values specific to your
business which will then be repeated from one title to another. You can also
define records of included lists such as prices which you want to be added
automatically by ONIXEDIT. You then just make changes specific to each title
when you create it. Also, you can modify your default values anytime.
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Export an ONIX file

Keeping your ONIX metadata in ONIXEDIT Cloud to be able to manage it from
anywhere is a good idea. But there comes a time when you need to export it
to an ONIX file on your computer. Fortunately, ONIXEDIT Cloud makes this
very easy to do.

Create an ONIX file with all of your titles:

If you want to have a backup copy of all your precious metadata or need to
share your complete collection of titles to a partner, you can follow these
steps:

1- From the Main List, click on the Red X at the right of the Index tool if you
see it to be sure there are no active search in your current catalogue:

2- From the Actions menu, select the "Export selected titles to ONIX..."
corresponding to the export ONIX format that you need. Depending on the
cases, you may see:

o Export selected titles to ONIX 2.1 REF: You'll get an ONIX 2.1 file
with long reference tags;

o Export selected titles to OXNI 2.1 SHORT: You'll get an ONIX 2.1 file
with short tags;

o Export selected titles to ONIX 3.0 REF: You'll get an ONIX 3.0 file
with long reference tags;

o Export selected titles to OXNI 3.0 SHORT: You'll get an ONIX 3.0 file
with short tags;

3- You will see the following message box. Press Yes:
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The resulting ONIX file will be produced by an automated task on our server.
You'll see a red notification badge at the upper right corner of your ONIXEDIT
Cloud window:

This indicates that we received your request and we are processing it. If you
click on that icon, you'll see all the current pending tasks:

Once done, you'll see another notification badge indicate that one or more
tasks are completed and ready to download:

Just open the notification window and click on the link of the file you want to
download: 

You can then grab that file and send it by email or FTP to a trading partners
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or even,check its content using a text editor or another ONIX software such
as ONIXEDIT Pro. You can even share it with another ONIXEDIT Cloud user.
Using the "Import an ONIX file" action that ONIXEDIT Cloud user will be able
to import a copy of your metadata in his/her own ONIXEDIT Cloud account.

Create an ONIX file containing titles found following a search:

This is exactly the same procedure to follow as the previous one, except that
you will make a search as the first step. Thus, if you need to export a subset
of your titles, just follow these steps:

1- From the Main List, make a Search that will show the titles you want to
export.

2- From the Actions menu, select the "Export selected titles to ONIX..."
corresponding to the export ONIX format that you need.

3- You will see the following message box. Click on Yes:

Your export request will be transmitted to our server and you should expect
for your Notification button to show the completion icon:

Just open the notification window and click on the link of the file you want to
download: 

https://onixedit.com/en-us/Products/ONIXEDIT/Overview
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You can then use that ONIX file as you want.

Create an ONIX file containing selected titles:

If you need to create an ONIX file having only titles that you can't get from a
single search, follow these steps:

1- Make a selection of titles as explained in section Selecting titles.

2- From the Actions menu, select the "Export selected titles to ONIX..."
corresponding to the export ONIX format that you need.

3- You will see the following message box. Click on Yes:

Your export request will be transmitted to our server and you should expect
for your notification button to show the completion icon:

Just open the notification window and click on the link of the file you want to
download: 

You can then use that ONIX file as you want.
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Make a backup of my metadata

At ONIXEDIT we take care of making a backup copy of your metadata
automatically and we keep it for one week (ONIXEDIT Cloud and ONIXEDIT
Server Hosted Model only). Indeed, if ever you need to restore a backup, you
can contact us and we can go back up to 7 days before the current date.
However, this operation will cost you some extra money.

However, you can still do a backup by yourself on your own computer and
restore it at any time for free. Here's how to proceed: Just go to section
Export an ONIX file and follow the steps in the first part entitled "Create an
ONIX file with all of your titles". But be careful: If you activated ONIX 3.0
support with option #1, you will have to export selected titles to ONIX 2.1
file to get a backup, not to ONIX 3.0.

As a result, you will have a complete ONIX file containing all of your titles.
You can verify this by opening it with any text editor or browser. Be sure you
have all your titles in it...

To restore it, use the "Import an ONIX file" action:
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Define cover images and other media files

One of the main problems in the transmission of ONIX files is without a
doubt sending cover images which should accompany the titles. Of course, it
is easy to transmit an ONIX file to your trading partner using ONIXEDIT
Cloud. But what happens to the cover images? Unlike in Word, PowerPoint,
Quark, or InDesign, when you are working on an ONIX document, images
cannot be included. These external files are only referenced by their access
paths, for example using a <MediaFileLink> (ONIX 2.1) or <ResourceLink>
(ONIX 3.0) tag:
 

<MediaFileLink>
        C:\Documents and Settings\Admin\My
Documents\Books\Book1\cover.jpg
</MediaFileLink>
 

Consequently, if you send your ONIX file by email or by FTP, your cover
images locally referenced on your computer are not automatically transferred!
However, ONIXEDIT offers a simple and effective solution to this problem:
The Media Space. In your private media space, ONIXEDIT classifies the media
files (cover images and others) associated with your books and ebooks,
whatever their source, making everything easily available to your trading
partners. As a result, each media file that you associate to your titles with
ONIXEDIT Cloud will be available on the Internet to your trading partners.
Instead of referring to a local file on your computer, the MediaFileLink tags in
your ONIX files will refer to a URL like this:

<MediaFileLink>
        https://www.onixedit.com/MediaSpace/2FFEE8E5-2865-42D9-BDFA-
D16A32C37941/46/90af5c9f-c94b-4574-baa4-
9a718b810686/ONIXEDIT_UserManual.jpg
</MediaFileLink>

With ONIXEDIT Cloud, you can define cover images, contributor pictures,
sample contents and all the media file types supported by the ONIX standard
using two different methods:

Defining a media file for a specific title

If you want to add or modify a media file for a specific title, follow these
steps:

1- Find the title to which you want to add a cover image or another type of
media file and Edit it.

2- Right under the ONIXEDIT logo of the Entry Form, you will find the button
"Add cover image by dropping it here! Or click to browse". You can drag &
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drop the media file from your computer directly to the highlighted button on
the screen capture below. Or you can simply click on that button:

If you click on the button, you will see the following options:

a) Click on "From a file" button to open a standard File Open dialogue
that you can use to select the media file to add to your title. Just
select the media file on your computer or from a server you have
access to and click on the "Open' button:
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b) Click on "From a URL" button if your media file is already available
from the Internet and you know its complete URL address. You can
then paste that URL in the following field and click the "OK" button
to associate that image to your title:
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No matter which method you'll choose, your media file will then be
associated with your title:
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If you import a cover image, ONIXEDIT Cloud will also create automatically, a
second smaller image (a thumbnail) from your cover image. This allows us to
provide fast rendering cover images in the main list. 

Important tips #1: You can delete a thumbnail but ONIXEDIT Cloud will
recreate it immediately...

Defining cover images for a series of titles

If you want to upload and associate multiple cover images specific to a series
of titles in one single step, the fastest way to proceed is to follow these
steps:

1- First, prepare your cover images. They must be of type GIF, JPEG, JPG,
PNG or TIFF and their name must include the ISBN 13, ISBN 10 or the
RecordReference of the titles to which they must be associated.

2- Group all those cover images in a single folder and compress it as a .zip or
.gz archive.

3- From the Main List, open the "Actions" drop-down menu and choose
"Import Images".
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4- A dialogue box will pop up. Click on "Browse" to locate and select the
archive file prepared at step #2.

5- Once your archive file is identified, click on the "Upload" button:

Your file will then be uploaded, decompressed and each cover image it
contains will be automatically associated with the corresponding title based
on its ID.
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Duplicate a title

It is easy to make a copy of an existing title with ONIXEDIT Cloud. As an
example, if you have to create an eBook version of a printed book, you can
proceed as follows:

1- Form the Main List, search for the title you want to duplicate.

2- Once you find it, click on the duplicate button of the title you want to
copy:

3- The Entry Form will open with a complete copy of the title. However, the
ISBN13 and the Record Reference fields will be empty because each distinct
ONIX title must have distinct ISBN and Record Reference even if they concern
the same book.

4- You can make the modifications you want and save that new title. If you
don't save it, the duplicated title won't be kept in your current catalogue.
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Use the Transmit to partners module

You can use the Transmit to Partners function from the Actions menu on
selected titles or your last search result to transmit your ONIX metadata feed
and cover images to your trading partners using the FTP/SFTP protocols:

You need to create one FTP/SFTP profile for each of your partners for which
you want to provide your ONIX metadata feeds on a regular basis. For
instance, if you want to transmit your ONIX feed to Amazon, you must get
the SFTP address and credentials provided to you by Amazon and set it as a
partner in the partners list. To do so, just click on the "Add a new partner"
button:
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Next, type the FTP/SFTP address, your username and password as well as the
dedicated path where your ONIX file should go as instructed by your partner:

If requested by your partner, you can also transmit each cover image file
associated with each title directly to your partner's FTP:
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The "Test Connection" button allows you to check if the FTP/SFTP address and
your credentials are valid:

If the connection test is successful, click on OK to save your new partner.

When you are ready to transmit your ONIX titles to one or more partners,
just select the recipients you would like to update in the list and click on the
button named "Transmit to selected partners":

After a short period of time, you should see a notification badge with the
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result of your latest transmission:
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Use ONIXEDIT Bookstore with ONIXEDIT Cloud

ONIXEDIT Bookstore allows anyone having a Shopify store to import an ONIX
3.0 file and automatically create/update books in your store.

If ONIXEDIT Bookstore is installed in your Shopify Store or if you intend to do
so from the Shopify App Store, you will be able to transmit selected titles
from your ONIXEDIT Cloud account directly to your Shopify Store without
passing through an ONIX file in between.

To do so, proceed as follows:

1. From your Shopify Store, select ONIXEDIT Bookstore in the App
menu

2. Copy the Support ID in your clipboard.

3. Back to your ONIXEDIT Cloud account, select "ONIXEDIT Bookstore"
from the gear icon menu:

4. Paste the Support ID in the field dedicated for it in the ONIXEDIT
Bookstore configuration form:

https://onixedit.com/en-us/Products/ONIXEDIT-Bookstore/Overview
https://apps.shopify.com/app52413
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5. And click on "Test connection" button to check if everything is ok.
You should see a message saying: "The configuration is valid and
the connection is successful. Remember to save these settings".

6. Finally, click on "Save".

After completing the 6 steps above, you should see a new item named
"Send selected products to Shopify" in the Actions menu:

If you don't see that new item, try signing out and signing back in.
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To update your Shopify store with titles from your ONIXEDIT Cloud
account, just do a search or select the titles that you want to send and
choose the "Send selected products to Shopify" item in the Actions menu.
After a short moment, you should see a new entry in your notification
panel:

And the transmitted products in your Shopify store:
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Work collaboratively with other users

When you subscribe to ONIXEDIT Cloud, you get one user access by default
which is defined using the same email and password that you defined when
you registered at our website (onixedit.com). If ever another user tries to
sign in at ONIXEDIT Cloud using the same credentials as you, you will lose
your session and you'll see the following message at your next action:

But, don't panic! You can still work collaboratively with your colleagues and
other users at the same time on the same ONIXEDIT Cloud catalogue simply
by adding users to your account. To do so, click on the upper right Gear icon
and select "Manage Users":

This action will open a dialog where you can manage authorized users. The
first one is the account owner who is authorized to define new users. Under
the list of authorized users, you can see your current user capacity:
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If you need more, just click on the "Buy more users" button under this
indicator:

To authorize a new user, click on the button named "Add new user":
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You'll see the following dialog where you can define a new user:
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And then, back to the user list, you'll see the new authorized user:
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Know when a title was last modified

Using the Main List "Info" button, you can get information about when a title
was created and last updated and by whom:

You can also get a permanent link to the metadata of that title in ONIX
(XML):
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Or in JSON format:
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Manage media files space

With your ONIXEDIT Cloud subscription, you get 1MB of free media space for
each title in your subscription plan. This is enough to keep your cover images
and other media files such as contributor pictures, illustrations and others. 

It is important to know that a media file will use storage resource only when
you upload a file from your computer. If you are simply referring to an
existing URL, it won't consume any storage resources.

Consequently, when you add a media file and you select to upload it from a
file located on your computer, you will consume the equivalent of the file size
on your ONIXEDIT Cloud Media Space. But if you simply refer to a media file
already available on the Internet (a cover image on your website for
instance), it won't change your media space usage:

Another important thing that you should know is about the persistence of
files uploaded to your Media Space. We will keep your media files even if the
title it belongs to is deleted from your ONIXEDIT Cloud catalogue. The reason
why we keep your media files is simply because we have no way to control if
a title was previously shared with a partner that need to refer to one of those
media files (such as its cover image). Also, a title may be a copy of another
one with links to the media files of the original version. When a duplicate is
created, we refer to the same media files as of the original version to limit
your media space consumption. 

In other words, once a file is uploaded to your ONIXEDIT Media Space, it is
there forever as long as you stay with us.

However, you can clean up your Media Space using our new Media Space
dashboard. To access it, just click on the following item from the upper right
gear icon menu:
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A new browser window will open with an auto-login to your Media Space
Dashboard:
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You can also go directly to the Media Space Dashboard using the following
URL in your preferred browser:

https://mediaspace.onixedit.com/login

You can then, enter your usual ONIXEDIT email and password:

https://mediaspace.onixedit.com/login
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Using the Media Space Dashboard, you can do simple full text searches or
search by dates using the controls showing on top of the dashboard:
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Under the "Files(s)" column, you will see the number of media file each of
your titles is having in your media space with at its right, the total size:

You can click on a link under the "File(s)" column (1) to get details about the
files:
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If you then click on a file to select it (2), you will see its filename, its type,
its size and creation date (3). 

Each media file can be deleted individually using the trash can icon showing
at the upper right of each media file:

You can also select some titles directly in the list and use the Delete Files
button to remove all media files associated to the selected titles:
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The easiest way to clean up unused media files resources is by checking the
special search "Show orphan files not linked to any title in your catalogues":

This will search for titles that do not exist anymore in your ONIXEDIT Cloud catalogue. You
will just have to select those titles and click on the "Delete Files" button to clean up your
Media Space.

If you ever run out of media space, you can purchase some more with the help of the
following button:
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